Replace the display screens in a conventional recorder device into your tablet

Tablet Recorder

Recorders for IoT era with a full range of recorder functions, displaying all screens in a tablet browser!

Tablet Recorder

I/O Modules

MODEL: TR30-G
(High functionality type)

Please subscribe to M-System channel.

You can also watch the video at M-System website:
https://www.m-system.com/video_e/

Be sure to check out the video!
A Recorder in the IoT Era Utilizing a Tablet for Display!

Chart recorders that used pens to physically draw signal traces on chart paper were one of the major industrial instruments for many years.

Advances in technology later replaced these models with paperless recorders that create chart plots on an LCD panel and store the recorded data in semiconductor memory without the use of chart paper.

But with the arrival of today’s IoT era, M-System has realized that the most useful way to configure a modern recorder is to use a tablet device to display the chart. This realization has led us to develop a new type of recorder known as the Tablet Recorder.

Our Tablet Recorder models are designed to provide a wide range of users with several useful features.

Freed from a dedicated display screen of panel mounted recorder, Tablet Recorder provides benefits of …

Checking data on site
Consulting using data
Data reporting
Presenting data
Scroll
Pinch out
Pinch in
Checking data on the move